Growth of the Game Equipment

All of the Growth of the Game Equipment at Golf House Kentucky is available to our KPGA members. It is our goal to provide the finest golf equipment possible to enhance your Player Development Programs at your facilities. We ask that you take good care of the equipment and return it in a timely manner.

On the following pages you will find a full inventory of our equipment. You may visit www.snaggolf.com to learn more about the SNAG golf equipment. If you have any questions about the inventory or if you would like to reserve some of the equipment, please contact Kim Shafer, Director of Events-Marketing at Golf House Kentucky.

Contact Information:
Kim Shafer, PGA, LPGA
Director, Events-Marketing
Golf House Kentucky
502-243-8295, ext. 307
kshafer@kygolf.org
**Growth of the Game Inventory**

**Large Inflatables**
- *Gator* - includes fan to blow up the inflatable – you may need a long extension cord depending on where you will be plugging it in
- *Shark* – includes fan to blow up the inflatable – you may need a long extension cord depending on where you will be plugging it in
- *Hippo* – includes fan to blow up the inflatable – you may need a long extension cord depending on where you will be plugging it in
- *GolfZilla* – This is a huge dinosaur – includes fan to blow up the inflatable, includes stakes to secure it into the ground – you may need a long extension cord depending on where you will be plugging it in
- *Hitting Bay #1* – Large inflatable hitting bay with net – includes fan to blow up the inflatable – you may need a long extension cord depending on where you will be plugging it in
- *Hitting Bay #2* – Large inflatable hitting bay with net – includes fan to blow up the inflatable – you may need a long extension cord depending on where you will be plugging it in
- *Hitting Bay #3* – Large inflatable hitting bay with net – includes fan to blow up the inflatable – you may need a long extension cord depending on where you will be plugging it in

**Birdie Ball Equipment**
- 1 - Box of 80 Regular Birdie Balls
- 10 - Bins of 100 PGA logoed Birdie Balls
- 40 - Birdie Ball Launch Pads (Mats)

**Kwik Golf (1 Set - Includes Equipment Below)**
- Kwik Golf offers a course set up to be played in a Speed Golf Format
- Stopwatch
- 3 Right Handed and 2 Left Handed golf clubs
- 10 Kwik Golf Balls
- 3 Blue, 2 Red and 1 white tee markers
- 6 flagsticks
- 3 KwikGolf and 3 PGA flags
- 7 Orange Cones
- 18 Boundary pieces to construct the target greens
- 3 bases and homeplate in case you want to play Baseball Golf

**Miscellaneous**
- 2 Portable Putting Mats
- 2 Heavy Duty Small Hitting Mats
SNAG Golf Equipment -
- There are 5 SNAG scoring zone sets available.
- There are 30 SNAG boundary markers available for the 5 SNAG scoring zone sets.
- There are 43 SNAG Yellow Base Targets with Flagsticks.
- There are 13 Large SNAG Bullseye Targets.
- There are 12 SNAG golf equipment sets available. A full inventory of each set is listed below so that you may reserve the set that best fits your needs.

SNAG Golf Set #1
- 175 - SNAG balls
- 30 -SNAG tees
- 10 -SNAG launch pads
- 2 -SNAG Rollerama Putting Board Targets
- 2 -SNAG Roller Brush - Putting Training Tools
- 2 - SNAG Snapper Training Tools
- 3 - SNAGazoo Training Tools
- 1 - Set of 8 Hoop Clocks
- 1 - Small Left Handed Club
- 6 - Small Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Medium Left Handed Club
- 6 - Medium Right Handed Clubs
- 1 – Large Left Handed Club
- 5 - Large Right Handed Clubs
- 3 - Small Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Medium Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Large Rollers - Putters

SNAG Golf Set #2
- 175 - SNAG balls
- 30 - SNAG tees
- 10 - SNAG launch pads
- 2 - SNAG Rollerama Putting Board Targets
- 2 - SNAG Roller Brush - Putting Training Tools
- 2 - SNAG Snapper Training Tools
- 3 - SNAGazoo Training Tools
- 1 - Set of 8 Hoop Clocks
- 1 - Small Left Handed Club
- 6 - Small Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Medium Left Handed Club
- 6 - Medium Right Handed Clubs
- 1 – Large Left Handed Club
- 5 - Large Right Handed Clubs
- 3 - Small Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Medium Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Large Rollers - Putters
SNAG Golf Set #3
- 175 - SNAG balls
- 30 - SNAG tees
- 10 - SNAG launch pads
- 2 - SNAG Rollerama Putting Board Targets
- 2 - SNAG Roller Brush - Putting Training Tools
- 2 - SNAG Snapper Training Tools
- 3 - SNAGazoo Training Tools
- 1 - Set of 8 Hoop Clocks
- 1 - Small Left Handed Club
- 6 - Small Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Medium Left Handed Club
- 6 - Medium Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Large Left Handed Club
- 5 - Large Right Handed Clubs
- 3 - Small Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Medium Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Large Rollers - Putters

SNAG Golf Set #4
- 175 - SNAG balls
- 30 - SNAG tees
- 10 - SNAG launch pads
- 2 - SNAG Rollerama Putting Board Targets
- 2 - SNAG Roller Brush Putting Training Tools
- 2 - SNAG Snapper Training Tools
- 3 - SNAGazoo Training Tools
- 1 - Set of 8 Hoop Clocks
- 1 - Small Left Handed Club
- 5 - Small Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Medium Left Handed Club
- 6 - Medium Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Large Left Handed Club
- 5 - Large Right Handed Clubs
- 3 - Small Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Medium Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Large Rollers - Putters
SNAG Golf Set #5
- 175 - SNAG balls
- 30 - SNAG tees
- 10 - SNAG launch pads
- 2 - SNAG Rollerama Putting Board Targets
- 2 - SNAG Roller Brush - Putting Training Tools
- 2 - SNAG Snapper Training Tools
- 3 - SNAGazoo Training Tools
- 1 - Set of 8 Hoop Clocks
- 1 - Small Left Handed Club
- 5 - Small Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Medium Left Handed Club
- 6 - Medium Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Large Left Handed Club
- 5 - Large Right Handed Clubs
- 3 - Small Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Medium Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Large Rollers - Putters

SNAG Golf Set #6
- 175 - SNAG balls
- 30 - SNAG tees
- 10 - SNAG launch pads
- 2 - SNAG Rollerama Putting Board Targets
- 2 - SNAG Roller Brush - Putting Training Tools
- 2 - SNAG Snapper Training Tools
- 4 - SNAGomatic Training Tools
- 1 - Set of 8 Hoop Clocks
- 1 - Small Left Handed Club
- 5 - Small Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Medium Left Handed Club
- 6 - Medium Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Large Left Handed Club
- 6 - Large Right Handed Clubs
- 4 - Small Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Medium Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Large Rollers - Putters
SNAG Golf Set #7
- 175 - SNAG balls
- 30 - SNAG tees
- 10 - SNAG launch pads
- 2 - SNAG Rollerama Putting Board Targets
- 2 - SNAG Roller Brush - Putting Training Tools
- 2 - SNAG Snapper Training Tools
- 4 - SNAGomatic Training Tools
- 1 - Small Left Handed Club
- 5 - Small Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Medium Left Handed Club
- 6 - Medium Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Large Left Handed Club
- 6 - Large Right Handed Clubs
- 5 - Small Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Medium Rollers - Putters
- 3 - Large Rollers - Putters

SNAG Golf Set #8
- 175 - SNAG balls
- 30 - SNAG tees
- 10 - SNAG launch pads
- 3 - SNAG Rollerama Putting Board Targets
- 3 - SNAG Roller Brush - Putting Training Tools
- 2 - SNAG Snapper Training Tools
- 4 - SNAGomatic Training Tools
- 1 - Small Left Handed Club
- 5 - Small Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Medium Left Handed Club
- 6 - Medium Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Large Left Handed Club
- 6 - Large Right Handed Clubs
- 5 - Small Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Medium Rollers - Putters
- 3 - Large Rollers - Putters
SNAG Golf Set #9
- 175 - SNAG balls
- 30 - SNAG tees
- 10 - SNAG launch pads
- 2 - SNAG Rollerama Putting Board Targets
- 3 - SNAG Roller Brush - Putting Training Tools
- 2 – SNAG Snapper Training Tools
- 2 – SNAGazoo Training Tools
- 4 - SNAGomatic Training Tools
- 1 - Small Left Handed Club
- 5 - Small Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Medium Left Handed Club
- 6 - Medium Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Large Left Handed Club
- 6 - Large Right Handed Clubs
- 5 - Small Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Medium Rollers - Putters
- 3 - Large Rollers – Putters

SNAG Golf Set #10
- 175 - SNAG balls
- 30 - SNAG tees
- 10 - SNAG launch pads
- 2 - SNAG Rollerama Putting Board Targets
- 3 - SNAG Roller Brush - Putting Training Tools
- 2 – SNAG Snapper Training Tools
- 2 – SNAGazoo Training Tools
- 4 - SNAGomatic Training Tools
- 1 - Small Left Handed Club
- 5 - Small Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Medium Left Handed Club
- 6 - Medium Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Large Left Handed Club
- 6 - Large Right Handed Clubs
- 5 - Small Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Medium Rollers - Putters
- 3 - Large Rollers – Putters
SNAG Golf Set #11
- 175 - SNAG balls
- 30 - SNAG tees
- 10 - SNAG launch pads
- 2 - SNAG Rollerama Putting Board Targets
- 2 - SNAG Roller Brush - Putting Training Tools
- 2 - SNAG Snapper Training Tools
- 3 - SNAGazoo Training Tools
- 1 - Small Left Handed Club
- 6 - Small Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Medium Left Handed Club
- 6 - Medium Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Large Left Handed Club
- 6 - Large Right Handed Clubs
- 4 - Small Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Medium Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Large Rollers - Putters

SNAG Golf Set #12
- 175 - SNAG balls
- 30 - SNAG tees
- 10 - SNAG launch pads
- 2 - SNAG Rollerama Putting Board Targets
- 2 - SNAG Roller Brush - Putting Training Tools
- 2 - SNAG Snapper Training Tools
- 3 - SNAGazoo Training Tools
- 1 - Small Left Handed Club
- 6 - Small Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Medium Left Handed Club
- 6 - Medium Right Handed Clubs
- 1 - Large Left Handed Club
- 6 - Large Right Handed Clubs
- 4 - Small Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Medium Rollers - Putters
- 4 - Large Rollers - Putters